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IMMEDIATELY
VIDEO-CASSETTECOURSE IN PHYSICAL FITNESS
OFFERED THROUGH FIVE MONTANA LIBRARIES
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MISSOULA-Dr. Brian J. Sharkey, professor of health, physical education and recreation at the
University of Montana in Missoula and director of the UM Human Performance Laboratory,
will introduce a video-cassette course entitled "Physiological Fitness and Weight Control"
during October and November at five library learning centers throughout Montana.
Presentations of the course are open to the public without charge.
The libraries are participating in this and five other projects funded under a grant
for the improvement of post-secondary education from the U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare.

The grant is being distributed and supervised by Patricia P.

Douglas, director of the UM Center for Continuing Education.
Sharkey will visit learning centers at Lincoln County Free Library, Libby, 7 p.m.,
Oct. 10; Glacier County Library, Cut Bank, 7 p.m., Oct. 16; Great Falls Public Library,
Great Falls, 7 p.m., Oct. 17; Glasgow City-County Library, Glasgow, 2 p.m., Oct. 25;
and Montana State Prison Library, Deer Lodge, in November.
The course is focused on adults, particularly housewives and middle-aged men, and
relates to good diet and exercise, as well as having implications for cardiovascular
health.

Participants will learn how to test their fitness, determine their potential for

heart disease and prescribe exercises for themselves and their families.

Details include

weight control prescriptions, pre- or post-meal exercises and medical limitations.

- more -

PHYSICAL FITNESS VIDEO-CASSETTE COURSE--page 2
Earlier this year Sharkey hosted the exercise variety show on television.
is designed to be both informative and entertaining.
rie~onstrations

and special features.

The course

It includes instruction, exercise

These features include new and seasonal sports,

visits with guest personalities who have made exercise an important part of their lives,
question and answer sessions and practical demonstrations to develop flexibility, tone and
muscular fitness.

Excerpts will be shown at the library learning centers.

Sharkey will demonstrate his fitness test, which has been featured in "Fitness for
Living" magazine.
t~sed

The fitness test has been adopted by the Fitness Finders, a group

in the east which is an outgrowth of the magazine, and by the U.S. Forest Service.

In addition to his book "Physiological Fitness and Weight Control," published by
r.rountain Press Publishing Co. in Missoula, Sharkey has written numerous research articles.
He is author of "Physiology and Physical Activity," an exercise physiology text to be
published this fall by Harper and Row in New York.

Sharkey also is under contract with

Harper and Row to produce an advanced text in exercise physiology.
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